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Interactions of high momentum partons with Quark–Gluon Plasma created in relativistic heavy-ion 
collisions provide an excellent tomography tool for this new form of matter. Recent measurements for 
charged hadrons and unidentiﬁed jets at the LHC show an unexpected ﬂattening of the suppression 
curves at high momentum, exhibited when either momentum or the collision centrality is changed. 
Furthermore, a limited data available for B probes indicate a qualitatively different pattern, as nearly 
the same ﬂattening is exhibited for the curves corresponding to two opposite momentum ranges. We 
here show that the experimentally measured suppression curves are well reproduced by our theoretical 
predictions, and that the complex suppression patterns are due to an interplay of collisional, radiative 
energy loss and the dead-cone effect. Furthermore, for B mesons, we predict that the uniform ﬂattening 
of the suppression indicated by the limited dataset is in fact valid across the entire span of the 
momentum ranges, which will be tested by the upcoming experiments. Overall, the study presented 
here, provides a rare opportunity for pQCD theory to qualitatively distinguish between the major energy 
loss mechanisms at the same (nonintuitive) dataset.
© 2016 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.1. Introduction
In the collisions of ultra-relativistic heavy ions at RHIC and LHC 
experiments, a new state of matter, called Quark–Gluon Plasma 
(QGP), is created. Rare high momentum probes transverse and 
interact with the medium, providing an excellent QGP tomogra-
phy tool [1]. Utilizing such tool requires comparing experimental 
data with theoretical predictions, where nonintuitive observations 
present a particular challenge for the theory. Such a challenge is 
provided by the recent measurements of suppression for charged 
hadrons [2], unidentiﬁed jets [3] and B probes [4,5] at 2.76 TeV 
Pb + Pb collisions at the LHC. In particular, in Fig. 1 (the left and 
the central panels) are shown ATLAS [2,3] suppression (RAA ) data 
for different momentum ranges and as a function of both the num-
ber of participants (Npart ), see the left panel, and momentum (p⊥), 
see the central panel. In particular, ATLAS charged hadron (h±) 
data [2] show that RAA vs. Npart curves become increasingly ﬂatter 
as one moves towards higher momentum ranges (compare purple, 
green and blue data points in the left panel). Furthermore, the cen-
tral panel shows ﬂattening (saturation) of RAA at high momentum, 
that can be observed for RAA vs. p⊥ dependence corresponding 
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SCOAP3.to unidentiﬁed jets at ATLAS (red squares) [3]. These observations 
are highly non-trivial: the left panel suggest that, while the lower 
momentum light ﬂavor probes are very sensitive to the Npart – 
and consequently to the system size and energy density – such 
sensitivity is signiﬁcantly smaller for the high momentum probes. 
For the central panel, one observes an apparent plateau reached 
by RAA data at high p⊥ , leading to the question what energy 
loss mechanism is responsible for this effect. Moreover, a quali-
tatively different RAA vs. Npart pattern is apparently observed for 
B mesons: RAA for non-prompt J/ at lower momentum [4] and 
B jets [5] at high momentum (the purple and the blue dots in the 
right panel of Fig. 1, respectively), surprisingly show the same RAA
vs. Npart for these two opposite momentum ranges – both of them 
indicating small sensitivity to the increase in Npart ; for observing 
the difference with h± data, compare the purple and the blue data 
points on the left and the right panels of Fig. 1.
We will study the data patterns summarized above within our 
state-of-the-art dynamical energy loss formalism [8,9]. Brieﬂy, the 
formalism takes into account that QGP consists of dynamical (mov-
ing) partons – which removes the widely used assumption of static 
scattering centers – and that the created medium has a ﬁnite size. 
Both collisional [10] and radiative [8,9] energy losses are calculated 
within the same theoretical framework, which is applicable to both 
light and heavy ﬂavor, and includes ﬁnite magnetic mass [11] and under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
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respectively, to the data for 7 < p⊥ < 9, 20 < p⊥ < 23 and 60 < p⊥ < 95 GeV momentum regions. Central panel: ATLAS [3] most central experimental data for unidentiﬁed 
jet RAA vs. p⊥ are shown (red squares). Right panel: R AA vs. Npart CMS experimental data are shown for non-prompt J/ (purple stars with 6.5 < p⊥ < 30 GeV) [4] and B 
jets (blue triangles with 80 < p⊥ < 90 GeV) [5]. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)running coupling [12]. This formalism is integrated in a numerical 
procedure which takes into account the up-to-date initial distri-
butions [13,14], fragmentation functions [15], path-length [16,17]
and multi-gluon ﬂuctuations [18]; importantly no free parameters
are used in comparing the model predictions with the data. Our 
aim is not only showing that the dynamical energy loss formal-
ism can well explain the complex RAA data patterns, but even 
more providing an intuitive explanation for the unexpected exper-
imental observations, which may point to an anticipated example 
of a qualitative interplay between the major energy loss effects. 
Finally, we will provide predictions for the upcoming experimen-
tal measurements that will further test the mechanism proposed 
here. Note that predictions presented here are applicable to both 
2.76 TeV and 5.02 TeV Pb + Pb collisions at the LHC, since in [7,6], 
we predict that RAAs at these two collision energies will be the 
same.
2. Results
The predictions are generated by the dynamical energy loss for-
malism, where the computational procedure and the parameter set 
are described in detail in [12]. Brieﬂy, we consider a QGP with 
n f = 3 and Q CD = 0.2 GeV. For the light quarks, we assume 
that their mass is dominated by the thermal mass M = μE/
√
6, 
where the temperature dependent Debye mass μE (T ) is obtained 
from [19], while the gluon mass is mg = μE/
√
2 [20] and the 
charm (bottom) mass is M = 1.2 GeV (M = 4.75 GeV). Since var-
ious non-perturbative calculations [23–26] have shown that mag-
netic mass μM is different from zero in QCD matter created at 
the LHC and RHIC, the ﬁnite magnetic mass effect is also in-
cluded in our framework. Moreover, from these non-perturbative 
QCD calculations it is extracted that magnetic to electric mass ra-
tio is 0.4 < μM/μE < 0.6, so the uncertainty in the predictions, 
presented in this section, will come from this range of screening 
masses ratio. Path-length distributions are taken from [17].
The temperatures for different centralities are calculated ac-
cording to [22]. As a starting point in this calculation we use 
the effective temperature (Tef f ) of 304 MeV for 0–40% centrality 
Pb + Pb collisions at the LHC [27] experiments (as extracted by 
ALICE). As this temperature comes with ±60 MeV error bar, we 
ﬁrst ask how this uncertainty affects the calculated suppression. 
Consequently, in Fig. 2 we show how the variations (uncertainty 
in the average QGP temperature) inﬂuences the suppression re-
sults for different types of ﬂavor (both light and heavy), and at 
different p⊥ regions. We see that RAA dependence on the aver-
age temperature of QGP is almost linear. We also see that the change in the average temperature of the QGP does not signiﬁ-
cantly affect the suppression, i.e. maximal temperature uncertainly 
(of 60 MeV), leads to the change in RAA of less than 0.07. Fur-
thermore, we see that dependence of RAA on Tef f is almost the 
same for all parton energies and all types of ﬂavor. We there-
fore conclude that this uncertainty in the effective temperature 
would basically lead to a systematic (constant value) shift in the 
predictions, so the results presented in this paper would not be af-
fected by this uncertainty. Furthermore, extensive comparison [12,
21,22] of our theoretical predictions with experimental data (corre-
sponding to different probes, experiments and centrality regions), 
shows a robust agreement when the experimentally measured av-
erage QGP temperature of Tef f = 304 MeV is used, so we will 
further use this temperature as a starting point in the prediction 
calculations. Furthermore, note that these extensive comparisons 
use the same theoretical framework and the parameter set (cor-
responding to the standard literature values) as the predictions 
presented in this paper; consequently, the predictions presented 
here are well constrained, not only by the absence of the free pa-
rameters, but also by the agreement with an extensive set of other 
data.
In the upper left panel of Fig. 3, we provide predictions which 
agree very well with the ATLAS h± data [2] for three different mo-
mentum ranges (7 < p⊥ < 9, 20 < p⊥ < 23, 65 < p⊥ < 90 GeV). 
The predicted curves reproduce well the tendency observed in the 
data, i.e. as one moves to higher energy ranges, RAA vs. Npart
becomes increasingly ﬂatter. Another tendency of RAA vs. Npart
is also apparent from the predictions, i.e. as one moves towards 
higher momentum ranges, the difference between the curves be-
comes increasingly smaller; we will call this the apparent satura-
tion in RAA vs. Npart curves.
In the lower left panel of Fig. 3, we see that our predictions 
agree well with the measured [3] RAA vs. p⊥ dependance. More-
over, we see that the “plateau” [3], often referred as surprising, 
corresponds to the slow increase in the predicted curves, which 
we further call saturation in RAA vs. p⊥ dependence. From the 
insert in this panel (where we use the logarithmic scale for p⊥
and linear scale for RAA ), we see that this slow increase in RAA
corresponds to the linear dependence on ln(p⊥), as can be ob-
served from both the experimental data and the theoretical pre-
dictions. Finally, in the upper right and the lower right panels of 
Fig. 3, we see that our predictions can also well reproduce the 
experimental data [4,5] for B probes, which indicate qualitatively 
substantially different pattern compared to h± data. Moreover, the 
calculated RAA vs. Npart and RAA vs. p⊥ are largely ﬂat across 
the entire span of the momentum ranges, and the apparent satu-
M. Djordjevic / Physics Letters B 763 (2016) 439–444 441Fig. 2. RAA dependence on the average temperature of QGP. Left panel: The difference in RAA at temperature T and at effective temperature Tef f (RAA = RAA(T ) −
RAA(Tef f )) as a function of QGP temperature is shown for charged hadrons and B mesons on the left and right panels, respectively. On each panel full, dashed and 
dot-dashed curves, respectively, correspond to p⊥ of 100 GeV, 50 GeV and 20 GeV. Magnetic to electric mass ratio is set to μM/μE = 0.4, while Tef f = 304 MeV corresponds 
to the face value of the effective temperature extracted from ALICE [27].
Fig. 3. Suppression patterns at the LHC: comparison of theoretical predictions with experimental data. Upper left panel: Theoretical predictions for RAA vs. Npart are compared 
with ATLAS experimental data for h± [2], where purple stars, green dots and blue triangles correspond, respectively, to the data for 7 < p⊥ < 9, 20 < p⊥ < 23 and 60 <
p⊥ < 95 GeV momentum regions. Gray bands with dashed, dot-dashed, full and dotted boundaries correspond, respectively, to the predictions for 7 < p⊥ < 9, 20 < p⊥ < 23, 
60 < p⊥ < 95, 180 < p⊥ < 200 GeV momentum regions. Upper right panel: Theoretical predictions for RAA vs. Npart are compared with CMS experimental data for non-prompt 
J/ (purple stars with 6.5 < p⊥ < 30 GeV) [4] and B jets (blue triangles with 80 < p⊥ < 90 GeV) [5]. The gray bands are equivalent to those in the left panel. Lower left 
panel: Theoretical predictions for RAA vs. p⊥ are compared with ATLAS (red squares) [3] most central experimental data for unidentiﬁed jets. Insert corresponds to the same 
ﬁgure plot on the logarithmic scale. Note that the logarithmic ﬁt to these predictions RAA = a ln(p⊥/100 GeV) + b (equivalent to the one preformed by ATLAS in [3]), leads 
to a = 0.14 and b = 0.50 ± 0.05, which agrees well the parameters a = 0.11 ± 0.04 and b = 0.42 ± 0.02 obtained from ATLAS [3]. Lower right panel: Theoretical predictions 
for RAA vs. p⊥ are compared with CMS experimental data for non-prompt J/ [4] (orange stars) and b-jets [5] (brown triangles). Insert corresponds to the same ﬁgure plot 
on the logarithmic scale. On each panel, the upper (lower) boundary of each gray band corresponds to μM/μE = 0.4 (μM/μE = 0.6). (For interpretation of the references to 
color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)ration in RAA vs. Npart curves – which is for light probes observed 
only at higher p⊥ range – is for B probes predicted for the en-
tire momentum span. As a digression, we here note that, while 
our predictions are generated for single particles, the correspond-
ing experimental measurements for high p⊥ single particles are 
not always available. Consequently, we here compare our predic-
tions with both single particles and (in some cases) with jets. 
While single particles and jets are not equivalent observables, we 
think that such comparison is not unreasonable because both the-oretical predictions and experimental data (when available) indi-
cate an overlap (within error bars) between single particle and 
jet data [7]. This gives us conﬁdence that, when high p⊥ single 
particle data become available at 5 TeV collision energy, these ex-
perimental data will likely largely overlap with the existing jet R AA
data.
The predictions shown in Fig. 3 contain several features, similar 
to those indicated by the experimental data (see the Introduction). 
First, the ﬂattening and the apparent saturation observed in R AA
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cate signiﬁcantly smaller sensitivity to the collision centrality, and 
consequently to the corresponding changes in the medium proper-
ties; this is in contrast to the lower p⊥ , where predictions exhibit a 
considerable sensitivity to the collision centrality. Furthermore, the 
saturation observed in RAA vs. p⊥ predictions – consistent with 
the corresponding plateau in the experimental data – indicates an 
unexpectedly slow change of jet energy loss with the initial jet 
energy at high p⊥ . Finally, the RAA vs. Npart pattern predicted 
for the B probes is also surprising: here, a qualitatively different 
pattern compared to the light probes is obtained, where B probes 
show small sensitivity to the medium properties across the entire 
momentum span – as opposed to the small h± sensitivity at only 
high p⊥ . As the available data for B probes indicated in the right 
panels are limited (and indirect, i.e. corresponding to the different 
observables), note that the calculated B meson results also corre-
spond to novel predictions (expected to become available at the 
5 TeV collision energies), whose comparison with the upcoming 
data will test how our formalism can explain qualitatively unex-
pected observations.
We therefore aim understanding the nonintuitive patterns in 
the predictions/data outlined above. For the light probes, this ex-
planation is provided by the upper left panel of Fig. 4, which shows 
RAA vs. p⊥ dependence for a family of curves corresponding to 
increasing collision centrality. Note two main properties of these 
curves: First, their shape, which leads to the saturation in R AA
vs. p⊥ exhibited in the central panel in Fig. 3; this shape will be 
explained by the upper central and the right panels in Fig. 4. Sec-
ondly, their density, which (non-uniformly) increases as one moves 
from lower to high p⊥ – with that respect, it may be useful to ob-
serve RAA vs. p⊥ curves as ﬁeld ﬂux lines. For visualizing how 
the relevant curve density changes, three vertical arrows are in-
dicated in the upper left panel of Fig. 4 – these arrows relate 
to understanding h± RAA vs. Npart predictions in the upper left 
panel of Fig. 3. Speciﬁcally, the leftmost arrow, corresponding to 
lower (∼ 10 GeV) p⊥ , spans a much larger RAA range compared 
to the two right arrows, which correspond to higher p⊥. This ob-
servation directly translates to the fact that RAA vs. Npart curves 
are much steeper at lower, compared to high, p⊥ ranges. More-
over, there is a much larger difference in RAA span between the 
leftmost and the central arrows, as compared to the central and 
the rightmost arrows; this being despite the fact that the three 
arrows are spaced equidistantly in momentum. A direct conse-
quence of these differences in RAA span, is the apparent saturation 
in RAA vs. Npart in the upper left panel of Fig. 3, i.e. the fact 
that there is an increasingly smaller difference between R AA vs.
Npart curves as one moves towards increasingly higher momentum 
ranges.
The shape of the total RAA vs. p⊥ curves (leading to the sat-
uration in the lower left panel of Fig. 3) is a consequence of an 
interplay between the collisional and the radiative contributions 
to the suppression.1 As can be seen at the upper central panel of 
Fig. 4, the collisional contribution to the RAA is notable for smaller 
p⊥ , where it increases steeply with momentum, rapidly approach-
ing 1 at high p⊥ , providing a small contribution to total RAA at 
high p⊥ region. On the other hand, the radiative contribution de-
creases much slower with the momentum, and has a signiﬁcant 
contribution to RAA even at higher p⊥ . Consequently, the steep 
increase in total RAA at lower p⊥ is driven by the dominant col-
lisional contribution to RAA in that momentum range, while the 
slow increase (apparent saturation) of RAA at high p⊥ is due to 
1 The total RAA is approximately (though not exactly) equal to the product of the 
radiative and collisional contributions.the dominant radiative contribution. This interplay then explains 
the saturation (plateau) of RAA observed at high p⊥ . Moreover, 
such interplay between the collisional and the radiative contribu-
tions to RAA , also determines the density of RAA vs. p⊥ curves. 
As can be seen from the vertical arrows indicated in the upper 
central and the right panels in Fig. 4, the collisional contribu-
tion is responsible for the large span of total RAA with changing 
centrality at lower momentum. On the other hand, at higher mo-
mentum, the radiative contribution exhibits a signiﬁcantly smaller 
and largely uniform RAA span, therefore resulting in the larger 
and more uniform total RAA curve density in that momentum 
range.
In the central row of Fig. 4, we see that D mesons show the 
similar behavior as h± . Therefore, for the purpose of analyzing dif-
ferent suppression patterns at the LHC, D mesons can be used as 
an alternative to h± . While D mesons are experimentally harder to 
measure, from theoretical perspective they have a clear advantage 
over h± . This is because h±s are composed of both light quarks 
and gluons, so that h± presents an indirect probe of light ﬂavor, 
which is signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by the fragmentation functions. 
On the other hand, D meson RAA is a clear probe of bare charm 
quark RAA , i.e. D meson RAA is not inﬂuenced by fragmentation 
functions. Therefore, despite the obvious experimental diﬃculty in 
measuring the D meson (compared to h±) RAA patterns, D meson 
has an obvious advantage over h± for analyzing the unintuitive 
interplays of collisional vs. radiative energy loss and dead-cone ef-
fect [28], discussed in this paper.
An intuitive explanation behind the different RAA vs. Npart pat-
tern observed for B probes (the right panel in Fig. 1) is provided 
by the lower panels of Fig. 4. In distinction to h± , in the lower 
left panel, we see that total RAA vs. p⊥ curves have mostly uni-
form density, with a largely ﬂat shape of the curves across the 
entire momentum range. The difference with respect to h± is 
clearly due to the radiative contribution to the total RAA , as the 
curves corresponding to the B meson collisional contribution are 
largely equivalent to those for h± (compare the upper and lower 
central panels in Fig. 4). In particular, note an unusual shape of 
radiative RAA vs. p⊥ curves (the lower right panel), which is a 
consequence of a strong dead-cone effect [28] in bottom quark 
energy loss. This unusual shape leads to a large density of ra-
diative RAA vs. p⊥ curves at lower momentum, and to a largely 
uniform curve density for high momentum. As a consequence, for 
lower momentum, the effect of the relatively large RAA span for 
the collisional contribution is abolished by the small RAA span 
for the radiative contribution, this leading to the ﬂat and uni-
form density for total RAA vs. p⊥ curves observed in the lower 
left panel of Fig. 4. Such curve shape then evidently leads to a 
largely uniform total RAA span across the whole range of momen-
tum, as indicated by the three vertical arrows in the lower left 
panel of Fig. 4, which then leads to our predictions of the largely 
ﬂat RAA vs. p⊥ and almost overlapping RAA vs. Npart curves for 
B mesons. Comparison of theoretical predictions with experimen-
tal data shown in the lower (left and right) panels of Fig. 3 show 
an indication that these predictions might be in accordance with 
experimental data. However, the data shown in Fig. 3 are indirect, 
very limited and correspond to different bottom observables, so 
more detailed experimental data at 5 TeV Pb + Pb collisions at the 
LHC are needed to conﬁrm (or dispute) the predictions presented 
in this study.
3. Conclusion
A starting point for this work is an observation of a plateau 
reached at high momentum for RAA vs. p⊥ measurements. Start-
ing from this observation, we here combined related experimental 
M. Djordjevic / Physics Letters B 763 (2016) 439–444 443Fig. 4. RAA vs. p⊥ for different centrality regions. Left, central and right panels show, respectively, total, collisional and radiative contributions to RAA . Upper, middle and 
lower panels correspond to h± , D and B mesons, respectively. On each panel, different curves correspond to different centrality regions, as denoted by the legend in the 
upper left panel (μM/μE is set to 0.4). Also, on each panel, three double-sided arrows represent the RAA spans for, respectively, p⊥ of 10, 100 and 190 GeV.data, which reveal an unexpected pattern in the RAA data. We 
showed that these data patterns are well reproduced by the theo-
retical predictions for charged hadrons and unidentiﬁed jets, with 
no free parameters used. For B mesons, we predict that the ten-
dency indicated by the limited available data will be exhibited 
across the entire span of the momentum ranges – this prediction 
will be tested by the upcoming experimental data expected from 
the 5 TeV Pb + Pb collisions at the LHC.
We showed that these complex data patterns have, in fact, a 
simple qualitative interpretation, where it is useful to observe R AA
vs. p⊥ curves as ﬁeld ﬂux lines whose density changes across dif-
ferent momentum. These curve properties – which lead to the 
unexpected dependence of RAA on Npart and p⊥ , and to quali-
tatively different RAA patterns for the light and heavy (i.e. bottom) 
probes – are determined by an interplay of collisional, radiative 
energy loss and the dead-cone effect.
Consequently, the results presented here provide a rare oppor-
tunity to qualitatively assess how the theory can account for two 
crucial effects: First, different suppression patterns exhibited by 
different probe types (here B mesons vs. charged hadrons or D 
mesons), providing a clear test of the dead cone effect. Second, 
contributions of different energy loss mechanisms, providing a test 
of an interplay between the collisional and the radiative energy 
loss. This point is even more important having in mind extensive 
experimental efforts aimed at assessing contributions of various energy loss effects. Consequently, this study provides both an im-
portant test of explaining and predicting complex data patterns 
and a clear qualitative example for distinguishing between major 
energy loss mechanisms.
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